[Analysis of muscone from serum and cerebrospinal fluid of rabbits after intragastric administration of tongqiao huoxue granules].
To analyse the muscone from serum and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of rabbits after intragastric administration of Tongqiao Huoxue granules (TQHXG) and provide the partial experimental reference on laying down quality standard of preparation of formula and offer new ideas on studying the relation between pharmacodynamics and its effective component of formula. Muscone from TQHXG was qualitative identified by the methods of thin-layer chromatography (TLC) and gas chromatography (GC). Muscone from blood and CSF of rabbits was examined by GC after intragastric administration of TQHXG. Compared with standard reference material of muscone, blank serum and blank CSF, the segmental component absorbed into CSF of rabbits was confirmed. Spots of TQHXG on the chromatomap showed the same colour at the corresponding locality of the standard reference material. Detected by GC, chromatographic peaks appeared at the retention time of 4.8 minute in the chromatomaps of the serum with TQHXG, the CSF with TQHXG and standard reference material of muscone, while there were no chromatographic peaks in the chromatomaps of the blank serum, the blank CSF and methanol at the same time. The ingredient corresponding the chromatographic peaks at the retention time of 4.8 minute in the chromatomaps of the serum, CSF with TQHXG should be muscone. Muscone from TQHXG could penetrate blood brain barrier and could be one index of quality standard of preparation of TQHXG.